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Abstract
Language processors may be implemented directly as functions. In a programming language
that supports higher-order functions, large processors can be built by combining smaller components using higher-order functions corresponding
to alternation and sequencing in the BNF
notation of the grammar of the language to be processed. If the higher-order functions are defined to implement a top-down backtracking parsing strategy, the processors are modular and,
owing to the fact that they resemble BNF notation, are easy to understand and modify. A major
disadvantage of this approach is that the resulting processors have exponential time and space
complexity in the worst case owing to the reapplication of processors during backtracking. This
paper shows how a technique called memoization can be used to improve the efficiency of
such processors whilst preserving their modularity. We show that memoized functional recognizers constructed for arbitrary non-left-recursive
grammars have 0(n3) complexity where n is
the length of the input to be processed. The paper also shows how the initial processors could
have been memoized using a monadic approach, and discusses the advantages of reengineering
the definitions in this way.

1. Constructing modular non-deterministic
programming languages

language

processors in functional

One approach to implementing
language processors
in a modem functional programming language is to define a number of higher-order functions which when used as
infix operators (denoted in this paper by the prefix $) enable processors to be built with
structures that have a direct correspondence
to the grammars defining the languages to
be processed. For example, the function s, defined in the functional program in Fig. 1.
is a recognizer for the language defined by the grammar s : : = ’ a ’ s s jempty
if
then
and
empty
are
defined
as
shown
in
the
next
few
the functions term,
orelse,
pages of this paper.
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Fig. 1. A functional

This approach,
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program

which is described

containing

a definition

in detail in Hutton

of the recognizer

[lo],

s.

was originally

proposed

by Burge [2] and further developed by Wadler [18] and Fairburn [4]. It is now frequently used by the functional-programming
community for language prototyping and
natural-language
processing. In the following, we describe the approach with respect to
language recognizers although the technique can be readily extended to parsers, syntaxdirected evaluators and executable specifications of attribute grammars [6,7, 1, 121.
According to the approach, recognizers are functions mapping lists of inputs to
lists of outputs. Each entry in the input list is a sequence of tokens to be analyzed.
Each entry in the output list is a sequence of tokens yet to be processed. Using the
notion of “failure as a list of successes” [18] an empty output list signifies that a
recognizer has failed to recognize the input. Multiple entries in the output occur when
the input is ambiguous. In the examples in this paper it is assumed that all tokens are
single characters. The notation of the programming
language Miranda ’ [ 171 is used
throughout, rather than a functional pseudo-code, in order that readers can experiment
with the definitions directly.
The types token and recognizer
may be defined as follows where == means “is a
synonym for”, x - > y denotes the type of functions from objects of type x to objects
of type y, and square brackets
token

denote a list.

== char

recognizer

== [[token11

That is, a recognizer
lists of tokens

->

[ [token11

takes a list of lists of tokens

as result.

as input

and returns

Note that this differs from the type found

a list of

in many

other

papers on functional recognizers. The reason for this difference is that it simplifies the
memoization process as will be explained later.
The simplest type of recognizer is one that recognizes a single token at the beginning
of a sequence of tokens. Such recognizers may be constructed using the higher-order
function term defined below. The notation x : : y declares x to be of type y. The
function concat
takes a list of lists as input and concatenates the sublists to form a
single list. map is a higher-order function which takes a function and a list as input
and returns a list that is obtained by applying the function to each element in the input
list. Function application is denoted by juxtaposition,
i.e. f x means f applied to x.
Function application has higher precedence than any operator, and round brackets are
used for grouping. The empty list is denoted by [I and the notation x : y denotes the
’ Miranda

is a trademark

of Research

Software

Ltd
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by adding the element x to the front of the list y. The applicable
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equation

is chosen through pattern matching on the left-hand side in order from top to bottom,
together with the use of guards following the keyword if.
term

::

term

c inputs

token

-> recognizer
= (concat

. map test-for-c)

inputs

where
test-for-c

[I = [I

test-for-c

(t :ts)

= [tsl

test-for-c

(t :ts)

= [I

, if
, if

t = c
t -= c

The following illustrates the use of term in the construction of two recognizers c and
d, and the subsequent application of these recognizers to three inputs. The notation x
=> y is to be read as “ y is the result of evaluating the expression x”. The empty list in
the second example signifies that c failed to recognize a token ’ c ’ at the beginning of
the input “xyz”.
The notation “xl
. xn”
is shorthand for [‘xl’,
. . , ‘xn’l
c = term

‘c’

d = term

‘d’
=> [ ( ‘xyz’

C’ (cxyz’ ‘I
c [’ ‘xyz’ ‘1
d [“dabc”,
c

Alternate

“dxyz”]

recognizers

‘1

=> [ 1
=> [“abc”,

“xyz”]

may be built using the higher-order

function

orelse

defined

below. The operator ++ appends two lists.
orelse

: : recognizer

(p $orelse
According

q)

-> recognizer

inputs

to this definition,

= p inputs

-> recognizer
++ q inputs

when a recognizer

p $orelse

q is applied

to a list of

inputs inputs,
the value returned is computed by appending the results returned by
the separate application of p to inputs
and q to inputs.
The following illustrates use
of orelse
in the construction of a recognizer c-or-d and the subsequent application
of this recognizer to three inputs.
c-or-d
c-or-d
c-or-d
c-or-d

= c $orelse

d

[“abc”]
=> [I
[’ ’ cxyz’ ‘1 => C’ ‘XYZ’
[’ ‘dxyz’ ‘I => C’ ‘XYZ’

‘I
‘I
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the use of the higher-order

function

defined as follows:
then

recognizer

::

-> recognizer

(p $then q> inputs = [I

, if

-> recognizer

r = [I

= q r , otherwise
where
r = p inputs
According to this definition, when a recognizer p &hen q is applied to a list of
inputs inputs,
the result returned is an empty list if p fails when applied to inputs,
otherwise the result is obtained by applying q to the result returned by p. (Note that,
in general, then does not have the same effect as reverse composition. In particular,
computations for certain
replacing p $then q by q . p will result in non-terminating
kinds of recursively defined recognizers.) The following illustrates use of then in the
construction of a recognizer c-then-d,
and the subsequent application of c-then-d
to
two inputs:
c-then-d

= c $then

d

c-then-d

[’ ’ cdxy’ ‘1 => 1’ ‘xy’ ‘1

c-then-d

[’ ‘cxyz’

‘1 => []

The “empty” recognizer, which always succeeds and which returns the complete
of inputs as output to be processed, is implemented as the identity function:
empty

inputs

The functions
to construct

list

= inputs
term,

orelse,

then,

recognizers

whose

definitions

and empty

as defined

have a direct

above

structural

may be used

relationship

with

the context-free grammars of the languages to be recognized. Fig. 2 illustrates this
relationship.
The example application given below illustrates the use of the recognizer s and
shows that the prefixes of the input ’ ’ aaa’ ’ can be successfully recognized in nine

I

!

I

BNF grammar of the language
empty

‘a’

s

s

terminals

=

('a')

s

:

:=

I

Fig. 2. The relationship

between

The program
*

=

a

= term

the grammar

(a

Sthen s Sthen s) Sorelse empty
'a'

and the program

implementing

the recognizer.
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different

ways. Empty

strings

of Computer

in the output,

denoted

’ ‘ aaa’ ’ has been recognized

where the whole input

there are five ways in which this can happen.
of “a”
correspond
<<a’ ’ for subsequent

Proyramming

to cases where the prefix’ ’ aa’ ) has been recognized
processing.

to cases

The two strings in the output consisting
leaving

The output shows that there are two ways in which

this can happen. The string in the output consisting
This can only happen in one way when

The major advantage

’ ( ’ ‘, correspond

by
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as an s. The output shows that

of two letters ( (aa’ ’ corresponds

to the case where the prefix’ ’ a’ ’ has been recognized
processing.

27 (1996)

of this approach

leaving

’ ‘a’ ’ is recognized

is that the processors

ecutable specifications of the languages to be processed.
compiled and executed directly. For example, (a $then
that may be executed directly as for example:
(a $then

s $then

s)

[’ ‘bed’ ‘1 => [ 1

(a $then

s $then

s)

[“aab”]=>[“b”,

’ ’ aa’ ’ for subsequent

created

as an s.

are modular

ex-

Components can be defined,
s $then s> is a recognizer

“b”,

“ab”]

The advantages of building language processors using this technique come at a price.
The processors employ a naive top-down fully backtracking search strategy and consequently exhibit exponential-time
and space behavior in the worst case. In the following,
we show how this problem can be overcome through a process of memoization.
We
begin by discussing techniques that have been proposed by other researchers concerning the use of memoization with top-down backtracking language processors. We then
describe how memoization
can be achieved at the source-code level in purely functional programming
languages and show how the technique can be adapted for use
to improve the efficiency of top-down backtracking recognizers. We provide a formal
description of the algorithm and a proof of the complexity result. In addition, we show
how the same result can be obtained
We conclude with a discussion
executable attribute grammars.

2. Memoizing
Memoization

in a more structured

of how the approach

way by use of a monad.

can be used with parsers

and

language processors
[ 14,9]

involves

a process

by which functions

are made to automat-

ically recall previously computed results. Conventional
implementations
involve the
maintenance
of memo-tables which store previously computed results. Application of
a memoized function begins by reference to its memo-table. If the input has been processed before, the previously computed result is returned. If the input has not been
processed before, the result is computed using the original definition of the function,
with the exception that all recursive calls use the memoized version, the memo-table
is then updated and the result returned.

R.A. Frost, B. SzydlowskilScience
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Many of the efficient algorithms
of table to store well-formed
Earley’s algorithm
update

a modular
simple

are intertwined.
Norvig

processor,

modular

for recognition

substrings

Programming

27 (1996)

and parsing make use of some kind

This results in relatively

[ 161 has shown

with properties

top-down

backtracking

263-288

of the input and employ a form of memoization.

[3] is an example. In most of these algorithms,

and lookup

are not modular.

of Computer

complex

how memoization

similar

the parsing and table

to Earley’s

algorithm,

generator.

Norvig’s

parser

processors

that

can be used to obtain
by memoizing
memoized

a

parser

generator cannot accommodate
left-recursive productions but would appear to be as
efficient and general as Earley’s algorithm in all other respects. According to Norvig,
the memoized recognizers have cubic complexity compared to exponential behavior of
the original unmemoized versions.
In Norvig’s technique, memoization is implemented at the source-code level in Common Lisp through definition and use of a function called memoize. When memoize
is applied to a function f, it modifies the global definition of f such that the new
definition refers to and possibly updates a memo-table. A major advantage of Norvig’s
approach is that programs may, in some cases, be made more efficient with no change
to the source-code definition. In Norvig’s approach, both the process of memoizing a
function, and the process of updating the memo-table, make use of Common Lisp’s
updateable function-name
space. This precludes direct use of Norvig’s approach when
language processors are to be constructed in a purely functional programming language
where updateable objects are not permitted.
Leermakers [12] and Augusteijn [l] have also described how memoization can be
used to improve the complexity of functional top-down backtracking language processors but have not indicated how the memoization process itself would be achieved. In
particular, they have not addressed the question of how memoization would be achieved
in a purely functional implementation
of the language processors.

3. Memoization
A functional

in purely functional
programming

and may, for example,

language

languages
is one in which functions

be put in lists, passed

to other functions

are first-class

objects

as arguments,

and

returned by functions as results. A purely functional language, such as Miranda [17],
LML, and Haskell[8], is one in which functions provide the only control structure and
side-effects, such as assignment, are not allowed. This restriction is a necessary condition for referential transparency, a property of programs that simplifies reasoning about
them and which is one of the major advantages of the purely functional programming
style [19].
Owing to the fact that side-effects are forbidden, purely functional languages do
not accommodate any form of updateable object. Consequently, Norvig’s technique for
improving the efficiency of top-down backtracking language processors cannot be implemented directly in any purely functional language. However, we can adapt Norvig’s
approach if we use a variation of memoization that has been described by Field and
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fib 0 = 1
fib 1 = 1
fib n = fib (n

1) + fib (n
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2)

Fig. 3. Definition

of the Fibonacci

fimction.

Harrison [5] and investigated in detail by Khoshnevisan
[ll]. This memoization technique differs from conventional
approaches in that memo-tables
are associated with
the inputs to and outputs from functions,

rather than with the functions

themselves.

A

function may be memoized by modifying its definition to accept a table as part of its
input, to refer to this table before computing a result, and to update the table before
returning it as part of the output. The memo-table is passed as an input to the toplevel call of recursively defined functions and is threaded through all recursive calls.
To illustrate this technique, we show how the Fibonacci function can be memoized.
We begin with a textbook definition given in Fig. 3.
Defined in this way, the evaluation of the Fibonacci function has exponential complexity. The cause of the exponential behavior is the replication of computation in the
two recursive calls. This replication can be avoided by memoization. We begin by modifying the definition of fib so that it accepts a table as part of its input and returns a table as part of its result. In the modified definition, round brackets and commas are used
to denote tuples. The table tl, which is output from the first recursive call of tf ib,
is passed as input to the second recursive call of tf ib. The table t2, which is output
from the second recursive call, is returned as result from the top-level call of tf ib:
tfib

(0,

t> = (I,

t>

tfib

(1,

t>=(l,

t>

tfib

(n,

t>=(rl

+ r2,

t2)

where
(rl,

tl)

= tfib

(n - 1, t)

(r2,

t2)

= tfib

(n - 2,

Note that tf ib still has exponential

behavior.

tl>
When applied to an input, it returns
of tf ib directly to make
and in Khoshnevisan,
we
a general-purpose
highera memoized version. This
is applied to a function f

the table unchanged. Rather than modifying the definition
use of the memo-table,
as is done in Field and Harrison
choose to abstract the table lookup and update process into
order function memo which we can apply to tf ib to obtain
variation is comparable to Norvig’s technique. When memo
it returns a new function newf whose behavior
refers to, and possibly updates, the memo-table
In the definition of the function memo below,
first element of the list of memorized results mr.
a list comprehension,
[r ) (y , r> < - t ; y = il,

is exactly the same as f
given in the input.
the expression mr $pos
The definition of lookup
which is to be read as

except that it
I denotes the
makes use of
“the list of all

270
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mfib
mfib
mfib

(0, t)
(1, t)
(n. t)

mfib (4,

[I)

of Computer

Programming

27 (1996) 263-288

= i1.t)
* (l,t)
= (11 + r2, t2)
where
(rl. tl) = memo mfib (n - 1. t)
(r2, t2) = memo mfib (n
2, tl)
=> (5.[(3,3).(2,2),(0,1),(1,1)1)

Fig. 4. A memoized version of the Fibonacci function.

r such that the pair (y,
memo

f = newf
where
newf

r) is a member

(i,

t>

of the table t and y is equal to the index i.”

= (rl,tl)
where
(rl,tl)
(r2,t2)
mr

update
lookup

i r t = (i,
i t
= [r

r):
Icy,

t
r> <- t;

= (mr $pos
= (r2,update

1, t>
i r2

t2)

,if mr -= [I
,if mr = []

= f (i, t>
= lookup
i t

y = il

We can now complete the process of memoizing the Fibonacci function by applying
memo to the two recursive calls in the definition of tf ib as shown in Fig. 4. The result
is a function called mf ib which has linear complexity.
Some readers may realize that it is only necessary to store the two most recently
computed values of the Fibonacci sequence in the memo-table. Modifying the function
update
accordingly would decrease the space requirements
of mf ib but would improve neither time nor space complexity. It should also be noted that there are many
other ways to improve the complexity of the Fibonacci function. We do not claim
that the use of memoization is the most appropriate technique in this application. We
have chosen to use the Fibonacci function as an example so that our technique can be
easily compared

with that described

by Norvig who also used the Fibonacci

example

for expository purposes.
The technique described above is not as elegant as Norvig’s in the sense that the
process of memoization
has resulted in changes to the definition of the Fibonacci
function at the source-code level. Later we show how to reduce the number of changes
required for memoization and limit them to local changes only.

4. Memoizing

purely functional

recognizers

A memoized functional recognizer
memo-table containing all previously

is a function that takes, as an extra parameter, a
computed results. One approach to memoization

271
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is to modify

the definitions

of the functions

term,

$orelse
and $then, so that the
as part of their input and return a

recognizers

built with them accept a memo-table

memo-table

as part of their output. Next, a higher-order

to each recognizer

to create a memoized

version

function

memoize

is applied

of it.

4.1. The memo-table
In order to improve efficiency we have chosen to store the input sequence of tokens in
the memo-table and to represent the points at which a recognizer is to begin processing
by a list of numbers which are used as indexes into that sequence.
The memo-table is structured
length of the input sequence:
memo-table
ret-name

as a list of triples

== [(r-mm, token,

of length n + 1, where n is the

[(ret_name,

[num]>])]

== [char]

The last element of the memo-table is a special token # representing the end of the
input. The first component of the ith triple is an integer i. This number acts as an
index into memo-table entries. The second component is the ith token in the input
sequence. The third component is a list of pairs representing all successful recognitions of the input sequence starting at position i. The first component of each pair is a
recognizer name, the second component is a list of integer numbers. The presence of a
number j, where i < j < n + 1 in this list indicates that the recognizer succeeded
when applied to the input sequence beginning at position i and finishing at position
j - 1.
Initially, the third component of each triple in the memo-table is an empty list. The
following example shows the initial table corresponding to the input ’ ’ aaa’ ‘.
[(I,

‘a’,

Two operations

[I>,

(2,

[I>,

‘a’,

are required

(3,

‘a’,

for table lookup

applied to an index i, a recognizer

[I),

(4,

and update.

‘#‘,

[]>I

The operation

name name and a memo-table

t returns

lookup
a list of

previously computed end positions where the recognizer name succeeded in processing
the input beginning at position i. The operation update applied to an index i, a result
res and a memo-table t, returns a new memo-table with the ith entry updated. A
result is a pair consisting of a recognizer name and a list of successful end-positions.
Update adds the result res to the list of successful recognitions corresponding to the
ith token.
lookup

i name t = Cl

, if

= Cbs 1 (x,
where
third

(x,

bs)<

- third

y , z> = z

(t

$pos i> ;
x = name],

i > #t

otherwise
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i res

t = map (add_res
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i res>

t

where
add_res

i res

(x,term,res_list)
= (x,term,res:res_list),
= (x,

The function

memoize

term,

takes as input a recognizer

if

res_list)

x = i

,otherwise

name n, a recognizer

f, a list of

positions where the recognizer should begin processing the input, and a memo-table.
For each start position in the list, the function memoize first calls the function lookup
to determine if this application of the recognizer has been computed previously. If
lookup returns an empty list, the recognizer is applied, a new result is calculated
and the function update
is used to add the result to the memo-table. Otherwise the
previously computed result is returned. Results returned for each of the start positions
are merged with the removal
memoize
memoize

n f
n f

of duplicates.

([I,
t>
= (Cl, t>
(b:bs,
t> = (merge_res
rl rs, trs)
where
(rl,
tl> = (mr $pos 1, t>, if
= (r2,update
b (n,r2)
(r2,
(rs,
mr

merge_res

x [I = x

merge_res
merge_res

Cl y = y
(x:xs)
(y:ys>

t2) = f (Cbl , t>
trs)
= memoize II f
= lookup b n t

= x:merge_res
= y:merge_res

xs
(x:xs)

= x:merge_res

xs

(bs,

mr -= Cl
t2),
otherwise
tl)

(y:ys>,
if
ys
, if

x < y

3 if

x = y

Ya

y < x

4.2. The memoized recognizers
The definitions

of term,

$then

and $orelse

given in Section 1 are modified to take

as input a list of positions where the recognizer should begin processing the input, and
a memo-table. Owing to the fact that the entire input sequence of tokens is represented
in the memo-table, there is no need for the recognizers to explicitly return unprocessed
segments of the input. Instead they return a number as index into the input sequence.
The next modification to the definitions of $orelse
and $then is to allow threading
of the memo-table through recursive calls. The function term is modified owing to the
fact that the input sequence is now stored in the memo-table. The function merge is
used to combine and remove duplicates that arise if the same segment of the input can
be recognized in more than one way by a recognizer. For recognition purposes such
duplicates can be considered equal.

R.A. Frost, B. SzydlowskilScience
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The orlqinal recognizer

The memoized version

s

=

(a
Sthen s Sthen s)
sore1se empty

ms

= memoize "ms"

a

=

term

ma

= mterm 'a'

'a'

Fig. 5. The relationship

between

a recognizer

mterm c (bs,t)
= ((concat
. (map test_for_cl))
where
test-for-cl
b = Cl
, if
test_for_cl
b = [I
if
test_for_cl
b = [b + 11: if
second

(x,

(p $m_orelse

y,

((ma $m_then ms $m_then ms)
Sm_orelse empty)

and its memoized

bs,

version

t)

b > #t
second (t $pos b) -= c
second (t $pos b)
= c

z) = y
q> (bs,

t> = (merge_res
where
(rp,
(rq,

(p $m_then

213

q> (bs,

t)

= q (rp,

= (Cl ,

rp rq,

tp>
tq>
tp>

tp)

tq)

= p (bs,
= q (bs,

t>
tp)

, if rp -= Cl
, otherwise

where
(rp,

tp>

= p (bs,

t>

These functions can now be used to improve the complexity of functional recognizers
whilst preserving their structural simplicity and modularity. As example, Fig. 5 shows
the relationship between the original recognizer for the grammar s : : = ‘a’ s s /
empty and the memoized version. Note that it is not necessary to change the definition
of empty nor is it necessary to memoize the recognizers constructed with mterm.
4.3.

The algorithm

We begin our description of the algorithm by presenting an example. Suppose that
the string ’ ‘ aa’ ’ is to be processed using the memoized recognizer ms defined in
Fig. 5. The initial input is as follows, where the second component of the tuple is the
initial memo-table:
([II,

Ccl,

‘a’,

Cl>, (2,

‘a’,

Cl>, (3,

I#‘,

[I)])

Owing to the fact that no results have been computed yet and that ms is an alternation
($m_orelse>
of two recognizers, the first alternative of ms is applied to the initial input.
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This recognizer

is itself a sequence

the first of this sequence,

Dl, indicating

that the first element of the sequence
unchanged

The evaluation

tree at this point

Sequencing

ma and ms $then

and returns a result consisting

the memo-table
computed.

of the recognizers

ms, therefore

i.e. ma, is applied to the initial input. The recognizer

an ‘a’

ceeds in recognizing

of Computer Programming 27 (1996) 263-288

(because

of tokens has been consumed,

basic recognizers
is as follows,

is denoted by continuous

ma suc-

of a pair with first element

where

? indicates

lines and alternation

,msJJJ
/

and

do not update the memo-table).
values

yet to be

by broken

lines.

=> [?I
\

/
ma ms ms [I] => [?]

\
memepty [ 11=> [?I

/\
ma

ms ms [2] => [?I

[l] => [2]

Next, ms $then ms is applied to this result. The application of the first ms in this
sequence results in a similar computation
to the initial application except that the
starting position is [2]. The same holds when ms is applied to position [31.
The third element of the input memo-table
corresponds to the end-of-input.
The
recognizer ma applied at position 131 fails, returning an empty list, and thus ma ms
ms fails. The recognizer mempty applied at the same position returns as result a tuple
whose first element is the list [31. Now the results of both alternatives of the recognizer
ms have been determined and the value of ms applied at position 131 is computed. The
following shows the evaluation tree when all values up to ms C21 have been computed:
ms ms [2] => [?]

A\

ms [2] => [2,3]

/

A\
\

/

ms ms [31=> [31

ma [2] => [31

rns-[3] => [3]

ms [3] => [3] (memo)

/\
/
/

\

mempty [2] => [2]

ma ms ms [2] => [3]

\
\

ma ms ms [3] => [ ] mempty

[3] => [3]

ms [2,3] => [?l
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is now:

Note that when the recognizer
the corresponding

ms is applied to the position

131 for the second

time,

result is simply copied from the memo-table.

When a recognizer is applied to a list that contains more than one element, the
result is obtained by applying the recognizer to each element in the list and merging
the results. This is illustrated below:
ms [2,3] => [2,3]

ms [2] => [2,3] (memo)

ms [3] => [31 (memo)

The final result is:
(11,

2,

31,

[(I,

‘a’,

[(“ms”,

C1,2,31)1),

(2,

‘a’,

C(“ms”,

C2,31

)I),

(3,

‘#‘,

[(“ms”,

[31

>l>l)

The following is a more formal description of the algorithm:
1. Input:
a. A context-free, non-left-recursive,
grammar with productions and terminals rep$m_orelse,
and mempty. The start
resented using functions mterm, $m_then,
symbol for the grammar is the name of the first recognizer to be applied.
b. A pair whose first component is the list [I] , and whose second component
a memo-table corresponding to the input sequence of tokens.

is

2. output:
a. A pair whose first component is a list of positions where the recognition process
of the input sequence of tokens (starting from the first token) was successfully
completed. The second component
3. Method:
a. At each step we apply a recognizer
l
l

to a list of start positions

and a memo-table:

If the list is empty, the result is an empty list and the unchanged memo-table.
Otherwise, we first apply the recognizer to the first element of the list and the
memo-table.
The result is a list rl and a possibly modified memo-table tl.

Then we apply the recognizer to
result of this application is a list
pair: a list obtained by merging
b. Application of a recognizer m at a
memo-table:
l
If the jth row of the memo-table
l

is the final state of the memo-table.

the rest
r2 and
ri and
position
contains

is returned.
Otherwise a new result is computed,
returned.

of the list and the memo-table tl. The
a memo-table t2. The final result is a
r2, and the table t2.
j begins by reference to the current
a result corresponding

the memo-table

to m, this result

is updated and the result
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c. Each recognizer
constructed
components

can be either

using mterm,

the basic

recognizer

or it can be a combination

using $m_then

mempty,
constructed

a basic

recognizer

from two or more

or $m_orelse.

l

Results

l

sponding function.
For sequences or alternations,

for basic recognizers

and then combined
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are obtained

immediately

by applying

the results of the components

the corre-

are computed

first

to obtain the final result.

5. Complexity analysis
We now show that memoized

recognizers

have a worst-case

time complexity

of

0(n3) compared to exponential behavior of the unmemoized
form. The analysis is
concerned only with the variation of time with the length of the input list of tokens.
Although a grammar could be very complex, its size will always be independent of
the length of the input.

5.1. Elementary operations

1.
2.
3.
4.

We assume that the following operations require a constant amount of time:
Testing if two values are equal, less than, etc.
Extracting the value of a component of a tuple.
Adding an element to the front of a list.
Obtaining the value of the ith element of a list whose length depends upon the size
of the grammar but not on the size of the input list.

5.2. The size of the memo-table
The memo-table

is structured

as a list of (n + 1) tuples, where n is the length of

the input sequence of tokens. The first component of each tuple is an integer ranging
from 1 to n + 1. The second component of a tuple whose first component is i, is
the ith token in the input. The third component is a list of pairs (recognizer-name,
result).
Owing to the fact that the grammar is fixed, the number of recognizers,
denoted by r, is constant. Therefore, for each tuple in the memo-table, the length of
the list of pairs is < r.
The second component of each pair is a list of positions represented by integers
where the corresponding recognizer succeeded in completing the recognition of a segment of the input. The length of the lists that correspond to the ith tuple is at most
(n - i + 2) owing to the fact that a recognizer applied to input at position i may
succeed at any position j , i < j < n + 1.
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5.3. Memo-table lookup and update
The function
first searches

lookup

applied to an index i, a recognizer

the memo-table

results in the ith
name. The function

to access the ith

tuple to access the element
lookup

requires

element,

name, and a memo-table
then it searches

that corresponds

the list of

to the given recognizer

O(n) time.

The function update applied to an index i, a result res, and a memo-table returns
a new memo-table with the ith tuple updated. The result res is added in front of the
list of successful recognitions
requires O(n) time.

corresponding

to the ith token.

The function

update

5.4. Basic recognizers
Application of the recognizer mempty simply creates a pointer to the input. This
takes constant time.
Application of a recognizer mterm a to a single start position i requires the ith
entry in the memo-table to be examined to see if the ith token is equal to a. If there
is a match then the result i + I is added to the list of results returned by mterm.
Otherwise the recognizer fails. This operation is O(n).
Note that we are only considering, here and in the next two subsections, the time
required to apply a recognizer to a single position in the input list. We consider application of a recognizer to a more-than-one-element
list later.

5.5. Alternation
Assuming that the results p i and q i have been computed, application of a memoized recognizer (p $m_orelse
q) to a single start position [il involves the following
steps:
l

one memo-table

l

and, if the recognizer has not been applied before:
l merging
of two result lists, each of which is in the worst case of length n + 1,
l

lookup - O(n)

- O(n),
one memo-table

update - O(n).

5.6. Sequencing
Assume that p [i] has already been calculated. In the worst case the result is
thelist [i, i + 1, . . , n - 11. Assume also that q [i, i + 1, . . , n + 11
has already been calculated. Now, application of a memoized recognizer p $m_then q
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to a single start position
l

one memo-table

i involves

lookup

(O(n))
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the following

steps:

and if the lookup

fails, computation

of the result

plus,
l

one memo-table

update (O(n)).

5.7. Merging results returned when a recognizer is applied to a list of start
positions
The function
ized recognizer

merge is also used to combine the results returned by a single memowhen applied to a list of start positions with more than one entry (see

the definition of memoize).
Suppose a recognizer f is applied to a k-element
The corresponding
evaluation tree is as follows:

list of start positions

C1,

. . , kl

fU,2,..,kl
/
\

/

fP,3,..,kl

f Ul

/\
f PI

Assuming

that the results

of f

[il

and f

[i

+ 1,

. . , k] have already

been

computed, computation of f [i, i + 1, . . , kl requires one memo-table lookup
(O(n)) and one merge, of two lists which are in the worst case of length n + I. The
total time is O(n).
Note also that application of a recognizer f to a k-element list of start positions
results in an execution tree with 2*k + 1 nodes representing applications of the recognizer f.

5.8. The execution tree
The analysis so far can be summarized in terms of execution trees (such as those
shown earlier). Each non-leaf node of an execution tree corresponds to an application
of a recognizer to a list of start positions, or to an application of m-orelse
or m-then.
Leaf-nodes correspond either to an application of mempty, or mterm a for some a, or
to a computation that has been performed before and stored in the memo-table.
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Lemma 1. We have shown that the result corresponding to mempty,
some a, and lookup

can be computed in O(n)

mterm
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a $)v

time.

Lemma 2. We have also shown that results corresponding to non-leaf nodes can he
computed in O(n)

time provided that the values of their children are acuilahle.

5.9. Proqf qf 0(n3)

time complexity

Theorem. Given an arbitrary context-free non-left-recursive
grammar G, the corresponding memoized functional recognizer requires 0(n3) time to process an input sequence
of length n. If the grammar

is not ambiguous,

the time complexity

is 0(n2)

Proof. Let f 1, f 2,
,f r be a set of recognizers corresponding
to the grammar G,
and let f 1 correspond to the start symbol in the grammar. We begin by applying the
recognizer f 1 to the list [il. This application yields an execution tree similar to the
ones shown earlier. We will show that for an arbitrary grammar the number of nodes
in such a tree is O(n2), and if the grammar is not ambiguous this number reduces to
O(n). Owing to the fact that the time required to perform computations at each node
is linear in the length of the input sequence (Lemmas 1 and 2), this concludes the
proof of the theorem.
For simplicity

assume that each recognizer

is either mempty, mterm

a for some a,

or is of the form (p $m_orelse
q>, or (p $m_then q) for some p and q. In practice
recognizers can be a combination
($m_orelse
and/or
$m_then) of more than two
recognizers, but the number will always be bounded by the size of the grammar and
will be independent of the length of the input sequence of tokens.
Suppose that the recognizer f 1 is of the form (f i $m_orelse fj) for some 2 < i , j <r.
Suppose also that the recognizer f i is of the form (fk $m_then f P) for some 2 <k ,
p<r and k I= i, p -= i. The corresponding tree in the worst case is as follows:
fl 111
/\
\

/
/

\

fi [l]

/\
fk [II

fj Ill

fp[I,?,...n+l]

Consider the expansion of those subtrees that correspond to an application of a
recognizer to the one-element
list of start positions [l]. Owing to the fact that the
grammar is non-left-recursive
and that it consists of r recognizers, after a maximum
number of steps in each path, which depends only on the size of the grammar, there
must be an application of a recognizer that consumes some input. It follows that the
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total number

of applications

of a recognizer

the length

of the input.

recognizer

to a more than one-element

is independent
When
expanded.
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to a one-element

For the same reason,

the total number

list is independent
of applications

list (in the worst case an (n + l)-element

of
of a
list)

of the length of the input.

the first step is completed,

there will be only O(r)

This is because the result corresponding

subtrees

to a pair (recognizer,

to be further
start position)

is calculated only once. If the same recognizer is applied to the same start position
again, the corresponding result is simply copied from the memo-table.
At the next stage, the same procedure is repeated for each recognizer that is applied
to the list [21. The only difference is that now O(r) subtrees must be expanded not
just one. Only O(r) nodes will be generated for each recognizer applied to the list [21,
and O(r) nodes for each application of a recognizer to a more-than-one-element
list.
At the ith step, there will be O(r) nodes corresponding to an application of a recognizer to the list [il, and O(r) nodes corresponding to an application of a recognizer
to a more-than-one-element
list (in the worst case, an (n - i + 2)-element list). The
total number of steps is n + 1.
Owing to the fact that an application of a recognizer to a k-element list yields a tree
that contains 2 * k + 1 nodes, as discussed in Section 5.7, the total number of nodes
is given by the following, where c is proportional to the number of recognizers r.
n+i
N=x(c+
k=l

c*(2*k+l))=2*c*(n+l)+2*c*(n+l)*(n+2)/2
= O(n2).

If the grammar is not ambiguous then each input sequence of tokens can be recognized
in just one way. Therefore, each recognizer applied at some position i will return at
most a one-element list as result. The corresponding
formula for unambiguous
grammars given below concludes

the proof.

n+i
N=C(c+
k=r

c*1)=2*c*(n+l)=O(n).

6. A monadic approach to incorporate

memoization

So far, we have used an ad hoc method to redefine the recognizer functions in order to incorporate memoization. This method is susceptible to error. In fact, an earlier
version of the paper contained an insidious error: the function m-then was defined as
follows:
(p $m_then

q)

(bs,

t>

= q (rp, tp>

= ([I,
t>
where

, if rp -= Cl
, otherwise

(rp, tp> = p (bs, t>)
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According to this definition, if the recognizer p fails, then the memo-table is returned
unchanged in the result ( [I , t) . This error would result in exponential complexity
for certain grammars when applied to certain inputs which fail to be recognized.
In this section, we show how the recognizer
tured way which reduces the possibility
as a specific instance

definitions

can be modified

in a struc-

of such errors. The method treats memoization

of the more general notion of adding features to purely functional

programs.
6.1. Monads
Monads were introduced to computing science by Moggi [ 151 who noticed that
reasoning about programs that involve handling of the state, exceptions, I/O, or nondeterminism can be simplified, if these features are expressed using monads. Inspired
by Moggi’s ideas, Wadler [21] proposed monads as a way of structuring functional
programs. The main idea behind monads is to distinguish between the type of values
and the type of computations that deliver these values. A monad is a triple (M, unit,
bind) where M is a type constructor, and unit and bind are two polymorphic functions.
M can be thought of as a function on types, that maps the type of values into the type of
computations producing these values. unit is a function that takes a value and returns a
corresponding computation; the type of unit is a -> Ma. The function bind represents
sequencing of two computations where the value returned by the first computation is
made available to the second (and possibly subsequent) computation. The type of bind
is
Ma -> (a -> Mb) -> Mb
The identity

monad

[21] below represents

computations

as the values they deliver.

unit1 :: * -> id *
unit1 x = x
bind1

: : id

(p $bindl

* ->

k)

(*

-> id

**)

-> id

**

= k p

The state monad (also defined in [21]) is an abstraction
with the state. The definition is given below:
stm

* == state

->

(*,

state)

state

== [(num,

unit2
unit2

: : * -> stm *
a = f
where f t = (a,

bind2

::

[([char],

stm * ->

Lutm1>1>1

t>

(* -> stm

**> -> stm

**

over computations

that deal
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= f
where
f x = (b,

z>

where
z> = k a y

(b,

where
(a,

y> = m x

We will use the identity and the state monad to construct non-memoized
and memoized
monadic recognizers, respectively. In the description below, we refer to a third monad
which we use as an analogy in the construction of our monadic recognizers. This is
the monad for lists [21]. Owing to the fact that our recognizers can be applied to a
list of inputs, it is necessary to have a well-structured
way of doing that.
list

* == [*I

unit
unit

:: * -> list
a = [a]

*

bind

::

(* -> list

list

* ->

**> -> list

**

[I $bind y = Cl
(a:x>

$bind

y = (y a> ++ (x $bind

y>

6.2. Non-memoized monadic recognizers
In order to use monads to provide a structured method for adding new effects to a
functional program, we begin by identifying all functions that will be involved in those
effects. We then replace those functions,

which can be of any type a -> b,by functions

of type a -> Mb. In effect, we change the program so that selected function applications
return a computation

on a value rather than the value itself. This computation

may be

used to add features such as state to the program. In order to effect this change, we use
the function unit to convert values into computations that return the value but do not
contribute to the new effects, and the function bind is used to apply a function of type
a -> Mb to a computation of type Ma. Having made these changes, the original program
can be obtained by using the identity monad idm, as shown below. In order to add new
effects such as state, or exceptions, we simply change the monad and make minimal
local changes as required to the rest of the program. In the following subsection, we
show how to add the new effect of memoization by replacing the identity monad with
the state monad stm, and making some local changes.
The non-memoized
recognizers introduced earlier in this paper were functions taking
a list of input sequences of tokens and returning a similar list of sequences yet to be
processed. The definition of the non-memoized
monadic recognizers differs slightly in
that the list of inputs is represented by a pair : a list of start positions and the whole
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remains unchanged

there is no need for any recognizer
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recognizers.
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to return it.

we start by defining

We define it using the type constructor

the

idm of the

monad.

ret

* = [char]

->

That is, a recognizer

[num]

-> i&a *

of type a is a function

that applied to an input string and a list

of start positions returns an “identity” computation of type a. We can now define the
function term-l
which, when applied to a character, returns a function that is always
applied to a one-element list of positions.
: : char
c s [xl

term-1
term-1

-> ret
= unit1
= unit1

[num]
[I, if

(x > #s>

\/

(s! (x-l)

-= c)

[x+1] , otherwise

In analogy with the bind operator for the list monad, the function term, which when
applied to a character returns a recognizer that can be applied to more than one-element
list of start positions,

is defined as follows:

::

term

char -> ret
[num]
c s [I = unit1
[I
c s (x:xs)
= term-1
c s [xl

term
term

where

$bindi

f a = term

f

c s xs $bindl

where

g b = unit1

g
(merge_res

a b)

The definitions of orelse,
then and empty are given below. Note that we have
replaced the append operator ++ with the function merge-res
that combines two lists
removing

duplicates.

orelse

::

(p $orelse

then
:: ret
(p $then q)

ret
Cnurd -> ret hum1 -> ret
q) s input
= p s input
$bindl
where

f a = q s input

where

g b = unit1

[num] -> ret
Enuml -> ret
s input
= p s input
$bindl
where

$bindl

(merge_res

g
a b)

Cnuml
f

f a = unit1
=qsa

empty
empty

ikml
f

Cl, if
, if

a = Cl
a I=

[I

:: ret [num]
s x = unit1
x

Notice that we have not rewritten the application of merge-res
reason for this is that we know that in this application, merge_res

using bindi.
The
will not be involved
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in memoization and therefore the result of its application can be viewed as a value
rather than a computation.

6.3. Memoized monadic recognizers
We now consider the state monad as given earlier and define the two operations on
the state: lookup and update. The type of the state is Cnum, CC[char,
lookup
lookup

: : mm -> [char]
ind name st

= ([I,
= ([bs
update
update

St>
( (x,bs)

<-

Cnuml>I 1.

-> stm [[numll

(snd

, if ind > #st
St> , otherwise

(st!(ind-l)>>;x=namel,

: : num -> [char] -> [numb -> stm (>
ind name val st
= (undef, map (update_mt_entry
ind name val)

St>

update_mt_entry
ind name val (x, list)
= (x, (name, val)
: list),
if x = ind
= (x, list)
, otherwise
We define the type of the memoized recognizers in terms of the type constructor of
the state monad stm:
ret

*

==

[char]

->

[num] -> stm *

and define the function memoize (there is an analogy to the definition of term and
bind for the list monad here).
memoize : : [char] -> mrec [num] -> mrec Cnuml
memoize name f s Cl = unit2 [I
memoize name f s (x:xs)
= memoizel name f s [xl

$bind2

g

where
ga = memoize name f s xs $bind2

h

where
h b = unit2
memoizel
memoizel

(merge_res

a b)

:: [char] -> mrec [numb -> mrec [numb
name f s [i] = lookup i name $bind2 g
where
g a = unit2 (a!O>, if a “= [I
= f s [i] $bind2 h, otherwise
where
h b = update

i name b $bind2

where
r any = unit2

b

r
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Table 1
Number
‘a’s

of

Number

3
6
9
12
15
18
21

The definitions

of reductions

Space of bytes

Unmemoized

Memoized

Unmemoized

Memoized

2 132
24914
222 792
1830 567
14 726 637
117 938 202
Out of space

4 490
11867
24 396
43 638
70 935
107 745
155 526

3 097
35 389
315 187
2 587 678
20814328
166686913
Out of space

5 473
14407
29 841
53 943
88 404
135 168
196 179

of term,

orelse,

and then

bind1 are replaced by unit2
and bind2,
hidden in the definition of term, orelse,

remain unchanged
respectively.
and then.

except that unit1

and

The memo-table is completely
One of the advantages is that

having identified all recognizer functions as being involved in the memoization effect,
the monadic form of then is straightforward
and thereby this approach reduces the
chance of making the kind of error referred to at the beginning of this section.
The definition of monadic memoized recognizers is exactly the same as with the
original memoized recognizers, and the complexity analysis presented earlier holds
also for memoized monadic recognizers.
Table 1 shows the results obtained when an unmemoized
monadic recognizer for
the grammar s : : = a s s ( empty and a memoized monadic version were applied
to inputs of various length. The results suggests that the recognizers also have O(n3)
space complexity as well as O(n3) time complexity.
More information on the use of monads to structure functional language processors
can be found in Wadler

7. Memoizing

[20-221.

parsers and syntax-directed

The memoization

technique

presented

evaluators

in this paper could be readily extended

so that

the memo-tables contain parse tables similar to those created by Earley’s algorithm [3],
or the more compact representation
of factored syntax trees suggested by Leiss [ 131.
However, to do so would not be in keeping with an approach that is commonly used
by the purely functional programming
community
in building language processors.
That approach is to avoid the explicit construction
of syntax trees unless the trees
are specifically required to be displayed as part of the output. Instead of constructing
labelled syntax trees which are subsequently evaluated, an alternative approach is used:
semantic actions are closely associated with the executable grammar productions so that
semantic attributes are computed directly without the need for the explicit representation
of syntax trees. User-defined types can be introduced to accommodate different types
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as has been done in the W/AGE attribute

[7]. This approach
purely functional

is viable

languages.

improve the efficiency
1. The definition
a function

of such syntax-directed

of m_orelse

that removes

is changed
results
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grammar programming

owing to the lazy-evaluation
The memoization

27 (I996)

language

strategy employed

by most

technique

described above can be used to

evaluators

with two minor modifications:

so that the function

that are regarded

merge

as duplicates

is replaced with

under

application-

dependent criteria which may be less inclusive than the criterion used for recognizers. Results that are returned by a recognizer are regarded as duplicates if they have
the same end points. For recognition purposes the end points are all that is required
to be maintained in the memo-table. With syntax-directed evaluators, the end points
may be augmented with semantic values. A single end point pair may have more
than one value associated

with it. In some cases syntactic ambiguity

may result in se-

mantic ambiguity. Results returned by a language processor would only be regarded
as being duplicates if they have the same end points and have equivalent semantic attributes. The function merge would be replaced by an application-dependent
function that identifies and removes such duplication. In this approach, if syntax
trees are required as part of the output, they are simply treated as another attribute.
In such cases syntactic ambiguity is isomorphic with semantic ambiguity and the
function merge would be replaced by concatenation
in the definition of m-orelse.
2. The memo-tables
and the update and lookup functions are modified according to
the attributes that are required in the application.
One advantage that derives from this approach is that all unnecessary computation is
avoided. Memoization prevents language processors from reprocessing segments of the
input already visited and the use of merge, or an application-dependent
version of it,
removes duplication in subcomponents
of the result as soon as it is possible to detect
it. It should be noted that the complexity of language processors constructed in this
way is application dependent. If syntax trees are required to be represented in full, the
language processor may have exponential complexity in the worst case owing to the
fact that the number of syntax trees can be exponential in the length of the input for
highly ambiguous

grammars.

A compact representation

of the trees could be produced

in polynomial time and the trees could then be passed on to an evaluator. However,
this would detract from the modularity of the language processor and would provide no
benefit if the trees were to be subsequently displayed or otherwise processed separately
as this could be an exponential process.

8. Concluding

comments

This paper was inspired by Norvig’s demonstration that memoization
mented at the source-code level in languages such as Common Lisp
efficiency of simple language processors without compromising
their
have shown that Norvig’s technique can be adapted for use in purely
gramming languages that do not admit any form of updateable object.

can be impleto improve the
simplicity. We
functional proThe technique

R.A. Frost, B. SzydlowskilScience

described in this paper can be thought of as complementing
that of Norvig’s
enables memoization to be used to improve the efficiency of highly modular
processors

constructed

This application
programs

in purely functional

has also illustrated

in that it
language

languages.

how monads

in order to avoid errors when modifications

made. We are now exploring

the use of monads

are constructed

attribute

as executable
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can be used to structure

functional

such as the addition

of state are

in the memoization

of programs

that

grammars.
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